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To the Sub-catmission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities

The Sarawak issue

Speech by Bruno Manser on behalf of the Penan

Brothers and Sisters
I greet all of you, especially the representatives of the council, of the Malaysian 
and Japanese governments. _
Just same few communities of indigenous peoples are left on earth, how still follow 
the paths of their forefathers. All of them are threatened by so-called "development", 
by logging, mining and dam-building, by world-market and multinational companies - 
depriving them of their lands and livelihoods.
In Sarawak, eastern state of Malaysia, sane 220*000 members of Dayak-tribes are said 
to live sti£T"In their traditional ways as indépendant, self-sufficient fanners. - 
Having few trade with the outside world, their economy functions in a circle.
Besides them, there are sane 5’000-6’000 Penans in the 4th and 5th division. - Most 
of the became semi-settled in recent years due to goverment advice. Just sane sixty , 
families are left who lead the. full nomadic life, having no plantations at all. '
I have joined their life for the past six years, an I assure you, that they will be 
swept from earth, if the bulldozers of the logging-companies don’t stop their work 
of destruction immediately.
Here, I bring their message to the United Nations in the hope, that your organiza
tion is not just a joke, dealing with lots of bureacracy and abstract talk, but also 
able to make decisions in this urgent case.
All these tribes have one thing in carmon: they possess very little. Their only 
wealth is their ancestral lands and wild forests, which cater for most of their dai
ly needs. The secret of their economy is modesty: Mot to take much more from nature, 
than one needs. - To share everything with each other is the condition to survive 
in the jungle. The children already learn to share food equally, even if ones share 
won't be bigger than a fingers nail.
These primitive write their letters by using plants, leaves and stones,
which can indicate, how many families lett, how tar, in which "direction and why, 
whether they like you to follow or to wait, ,and their intricate signs will also tell 
you about danger, hunger and illness. And one sign you will always find: Tvro little 
sticks of the same length fixed to a branch; this sign means: "We have the same 
hearth:1’
And indeed shy Penans are one of the most peaceful tribes; having given just once 
food to an animal, they would never kill it afterwards to eat it. - 
If I canpare their so-called primitive culture to ours, I just feel ashamed of our 
selfish lifestyle and economy, which is based on competition and greed.
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The demand for cheap tropical wood by our industrialized countries ¿ade-the export 
of timber grow to the main incane for Sarawak and for the politicians, who mostly 
made themselves cwners of logging-licencies. The main importer is Japan, followed 
by Taiwan and the EBC-countries,
The impacts of selective logging on the natives and their land is catastrochical, 
causing a depletion of all resources, foam which the Penan depend, be it wild game, 
fish, clear water, vrood for blowpipes, dartpoison, sagoplants or ratta-. Not a 
single case is kncwn, where logging canpanies respected burial grounds.
Raja Jemale witnessed: We had marked the cemetary of ray parents, but the loggers 
did not listen and destroyed the region. Then they accused ma of lieing: "We have 
bulldozed the earth but we haven't seen any bones I" -"Why should be wrong? Where 
is my father? - In the forest I That's what makes my hearth ill:'My dead father does 
not move, and ny dead mother cannot cry. "
Tamen Kalian, a Penan frcm Ubung, could see the bones of his wife who had died se
ven years ago, when the bulldozers fell into their area against all protests.
The logging operations in Penan-areas are a clear violation of the human rights, 
as they
1) cause hunger amongst the people and
2) happen against all protests of the natives, depraving them of their land and 

livelyhood.
A declaration signed by Penan-representatives and NGOs, demanding the Penan areas 
to be preserved, was blown in the wind by the authorities in 1987. In the yearlong 
struggle, lots of peaceful resisting natives were arrested, alone in Septenber 1989 
over one hundred Penanss ware arrested; most of them were kept in jail for tvro 
months, leaving their hungry families without feeders behind.-
Meanwhile the Penan areas are invaded not only loggers, but also by police, military 
forces and as "medical volunteers" disguised comandos.
The Penan feel like "fish thrcwn on land".
In a declaration from July 1989, the Penan fran Ulu Limbang/Baram demand united:
1) The CM to withdraw all logging- licencies inside their hcmelands
2) Japan and all other countries which inport timber frcm their areas, to stop 

that kind of trade.
3) Help from all governments and internation organizations who care for human rights.

The situation is very sad. But it seems too easy, to just blame the Sarawakian Go
vernment for the crisis. If we look closer at the situation, we will get aware, that 
the problems are caused bay us, the civilized countries. So it is us, who have to 
give the remedies. Everyone of us, who has a product of tropical timber frcm Sara
wak at heme, has already caused hunger to the poor and supported cultural genozide, 
without knowing it. And I can tell you, even the window frames in the human rights 
office here look like meranthi, a timber of Borneo origin.
Let's get aware of our responsabilitiesI
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May I urge your assembly to realize together in personal contact with the CM of 
Sarawak, the Malaysian and Japanese authorities
1) The realisation of a one year moratorium by the 1st of Septsnber: stop'logging 

and road construction in all Penan areas, and vdierel other Dayak tribes oppose 
logging.

2) To give all moral and finacial support to realize a Un-Biosphere-Reserve in the 
said region, and to support the sustainable use of already logged areas in con
signs with the inhabitants,

This struggle is a question of hunger, .and if we want to save anything, we have to 
act new. - Don’t eat breakfast, don't eat dinner, don’t eat supger - and you will 
get the feeling, how urgent the situation is. -

Thank you.

Enclosed information for the commission:
-declaration {people of the springs), July 1389 
-report to ITTO, March. 1$9Q, by B.M.
-press release, 11.4.1990
-Bulldozer gegen Balsrohre, documentation by Roger Graf
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Appendix

"...if we think: the trees, they don't live cut themselves, don't understand to 
talk. They are made fay God, as our earth, which cannot speak to us, and so the 
animals; they can talk with each other, but we don't understand their language.
But when a tree is felled or hurt, it's resin - is it's blood. - The earth is 
like our mother. If you, frcm the government tell the companies to cone to our 
lands, that is like to cut the throat of us and our parents. When the-bulldozers 
dig the soil, then you see the blodd and the bones of mother earth, even if she 
cannot speak.
As rain falling frcm tha sky are our tears when we think about .gur children and 
grandchildren. The illness in our land is not caused ba God, - bût by human beings, 
by our government, causing hunger.
We Penans don't like the noise of the bulldozers, chainsaws and cars, the smell 
of the wounded earth. What we love is the voice of the argus pheasant, the gibbon 
and the hornbill. The smell of wildboars, the cry of the barking-deer.
You frcm the government give us light and umbrella, protect our land, and we will 
call you father and mother. We set hope onto you. But if you don't shew heart for 
our trees, rattan and medicine, from.what will we live? - The forest is our shop 
and pharmacy. If you bulldoze our forest, good, you bulldoze your shops and hos
pitals downriver, too'.
.. .you say: "Nobody is killing you! "
So, you frcm our government, you try. to live in our destroyed land without provi
sions. Yeah! Then you will die frcm hunger! - And if we ask some food frcm the ma
nager, so he asks: "Where is the money?" - But where frcm does he take his mones, 
if not frcm our forest? - If he does not respect our demands and if he just dis
turbs our peace, he may return to vtfiere he came frani
We know since generations to manage our life in the forest and to find our daily 
food. We have our own sugar, bisquits, sardines, fruits, doctors and medecines. 

i Please, live in peace downriver, and we Penan upriver, without disturbing each
other. That's what we wish frcm our government!"

Along Sega, Adang
• autumn 1989.
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